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On functions of class U

1. Introduction. We begin with
Definition" Let f (z) (z:ret') be regular ancl, bou,nrl,ed,: lf (z)l<t i,n

izl<\ . If 1f @t")l:l alm.ost eueryuthere on the arc A(eio : Or<@<@r), then
we call, f(z) ct functi,on of class U(@r, @r) . Instearl of U(0,2n) , we write
simply U .

R,. Nevanlinna [1a] was the first to point out the interest, which lies in the
class U. G. Hössjer [6], W.Seidel [24] and O. Frostman [2-4] have
made important contributions to the theory of class U, r'hich was extended
in various directions by many authors. (K. Noshiro [16-18], M. Tsuji [26],
A. J. Lohw.ater [I0-I2], M. Ohtsuka [20,2I], O. Lehto [7-9], D. A. Stor-
vick [25]).

In this note, we shall establish some new properties of functions of class
U or U(@r, @r) . Our main theorems read as follows:

Theorem 7. Buppose that f (z)e U , and, it has at least one s,ingular point
on lzl:l . Then the foll,owing propositions hold,:

(L) the set S of s,ingu,larities of f (z) lying on lzl:I coincid,es wi,th the
set of the li,ntit Ttoints of the a- points (lol<t) of f(z), ercept for a set of
ualues a of caytacitA zero.

(Z) f (z) is meromorpthic in tz ! a . erceytt for the set S on ',2 :L, uhich is
of linear me(tsure zero.

Theorem 2. Let f(z) (z:retn) belong to clctss U(Or, Oz) . If f (z) is not
regular on, tlte arc A(ein:@r<@<Or). then the following pro,positions hold,:

(L) the set S of singularities of f(z) on A is the closure of the union
ML U Mz, where M, : A n E(ei" : aeR$, e"))'), fu12 : A i E(ei' :

a: f (et")) , anil a is any fired, poittt of mod,ultcs less than l.
(Z) f (z) is meromorTthi,c dn the sector: Or<@<Oz, 0(r(co , ercept

for the set S of linear rneasure zero lying on, A.
(3) i,f at least two aalues in lwl<l «re omitted, by ut--f (z) in the neigh-

borhood, of A, then S is a perfect set, whose linear lnea;ure i,s zero but
whose aaytacity is gtositioe.

t) B(l , ei, ) is the range of values at eio

sueh that 
3: 

zn - eio , ,,zni < I , f@å - ct

, lr.hich is clefined a,s the set of l,ahres n
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Remarlc. Part (3) was proved by P. J. Myrberg [13] (K. Noshiro [t9] p. 20)

in the special case where w:f(z) is a function which maps lzl<I onto

the universal covering surface of a domain obtained by excluding from

lwl<l a set of capacity zero with at least' two points'

2. Lemmas. In order to establish our theorems, we need. some lemmas.

Lemma 1. nor @l<1 ,

(2.1) Z-A, It<
1- uzl

I

I

0Proof : BY the inequalitY log (1

lallr,
,we have for lzl{t ,

rog l(z-a) | (L-az)l: tlz 'Iog {1 * (1zl'-l) (1- lalz) I ll-dzlz)

< rl2 '(lzl'-1) (I-lol') I lr-azlz

< 2(r-lal) | ltlz-a1L.

Hence, (2.1) holds for lzl)1, lol{1. on the other hand, we evidently have

(2.2) l(z-a) | (r-d,z)l<r for lzl4l , lal<l '

By (2.f) and (2.2), Lemma 1 is est'ablished'

Lemma 2. Put

a(o-z) I lal (t-d,z) : r * f (z) (0< lol< 1)

anil supgtose that

(2.3) lz-ei*l{e , la-ektl>2ö llla,-e*'122ö ,

where 011-lal<ö21a, 012e<ö< tl2.

Then

exp

*r)

lf@l < {(1- l"l)
I

I , 
ö,

q*e
(1- lo )'t 

ä

Proof : By simP1e calculation,

lf@)t<(1- ial) l@-a,) I @z- 1)l) (1+ l") I l'-al'
Hence, by Lemma 1,

(2.4) lf @)l <(1- lal) exp {2(l __lal) I lrlz-a'l'} ' (1+ l") I lz-al
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Since lz-e'*l(e means that llll-etqll\e for 01e1\2, (2.3) yields

lz-al>ö, lLlz-al>ö,
so that, by (2.+)

(2.5) l/(z)l<(t- lal) exp {2(l- la)lö') . (2+e)lö .

By the inequality e*<ll2r for 0<-r.--ll2 , we obtain on account of
(2.3) and (2.5)

lf (z)l<(t-al) {1+4/ö'z' (t- lal)} ' (2{e)lö ,

which was to be proved.
Lemma 3. Put

B(r) :*ff a*llo*l . (&n-z) I G--d*z) ,

where 
å 

(1- la,i) < +; 
' 

,o, B(") to be singular at z - ei' ,

necessery und suffi,cient that z-siQ is a limi,t point of {o") .

Proof : Since the zeros of B(r) do not, accumulate ab a regular
it is sufficient to prove that,, if s-sia is not a limit point of
B(") is regular at z-ei'P .

Suppose that l-siv is not, a limit point of {o"} . Then
exists a positive constant ö such that

(2.6) lan-eiEl>zö , llf c1,,,-eiqlZza

for 0<ä<Llz,n-1,2, .

Put

convergence of Z (1- tt, t"i) , \ve c&n find a sufficiently large
ÄI such that

it is

point,,

{o"} ,

there

By the
integer

(2.7)

If we choose e such that 0<e( ö12<L14, then by (2.6), (2.7) and Lernm.a2,

l/"t.)l <{tr - lo,D + .fu t, - 1o^P'Y2l 
u

for lz - etnl I e, n 2 N, so that, on account, of the convergence of

I (I - lo"l), it follows t'hat \1"@) is uniformly convergent flor lz-et'nl4e. Since f"(z) isregularin lz-ei*l{e, B("):Il(tlf"(z))
is also regular in lz - etwl ( e , which 'vvas to be proved.

Lemma 4. B(z) is meromorphic in lrl < * , ercept for a set of linear
tTtea,sure zero lyi,ng on lzl : t .
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Proof : For lzl> L, we can put

rlB(z) :*ff @ila". 0lz - a,) I @,lz -- t) ,

By the convergence ", !' 1r - la,l) , rfB(z) is regular in lzl>t and
it has zeros at {lld,"). fn other rvords, B(z) is meromorphic in lrl=,,
and it has poles at {lld,"} .

By Lemma 3, the set of singular points coincides with the set of the limit
points of {4"} . Ilence it is sufficient to prove that the set E of the limit
points of {4"} is of linear measure zero. By X'. Riesz's theorem ([22]; R. Ne-

vanlinna [14], p. 207) t}re radial limit' B(etv) is of modulus oneforalmost
all E . Hence, by Egoroff 's theorem, we can find suitable positive constants
e, ä andaclosedset.E* lyingon l"l:t suchthat m,(CE*)<e,
tlz<tB(re',)l<lforg€ E*,L -ä<r<-l.Therefore, the set Z is

contained in CE*. Letting e-->0, \4/e see that m(E):0, whichprorres
Lemma 4.

Lemma 5. If f(") e (J , then, ercept for a set of aal,ues a, lal<l , of
capacity zero. we can put

(f(") -" ) / (1 - af(z)) : B(z) ,

where B(z) is the Bla.schlce prod,uct ex,tended, ouer the a-points ol f @).'\
Lemma 6, Let D be a sirnpl,y connectecl d'ontain of hyperboli,c type, E a cl,osed,

set of capacity zero contained,'inthebound'ary f , anil, zo a point of E . Suptpose

that f(z) is regul,ar and, bound,ed, i,n the conlmon part of D and, a certain
neighborhood, of zr. We cl,enote by Cr(f ,zo) and, Cr-r(f ,zo) the inter'ior
cluster set and, the bound,ary cluster set, respectiuely.» If Q : Co(f , 

"o) -
C r*, (f , zo) @pen set) is not empty, then w : f (z) takes euery ual,ue, with one

ltossible erception, belonging to Q^ infi'nitely often i,n any neighborhood, of zo,

where Q, is any component of Q .3)

Lemma 7. Put

F(r) - *l
ushere

(i)
]. ldptvll .+c",

1) Frostnran 127, p. 111.
2) For these d"efinitions, u'e refer to K. Noshiro's l:ook [19], p. L-2.
3) Noshiro [I9_1, p. 25.
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(ii) t'@) : 0 al,most erserywhere on the arc A(ei' : ?r I I < 9z) .

Then the foll,owi'ng alternatiaes are po,ssible:

(t) .F(z) is regular on A .

(2) F(z) has an enumerable number of poles of first ord,er on A .

(3) I,ry, R@(rett'11: *t m for a non-enumerable set of points on A-Ll

Proof: If p(E) isconstant on A, we can put

r@ : ! [ (r'' * z) I (e*' - z) drr(q),,"J
wherc CA denotes the complementary set of ,4. with respect to (-n ,

fz) . Hence, I(z) is regular on A.
If p(d f constant on A , p(q) admits the following representation:

p@) : pr@) -l pz@) * t'r.r(v) ,

'vrhere all functions pr(E) (i : I,2,3) ate of bounded variation; pr(q) is

continuous and pi@): 0 almost everywhere on A , pr@) is absolutely

continuous and pr(E) is a step-function. Since pt'(g) : 0 almost every-

where on A, pr@) :0 on .4 .

If pr@) is constant, then prr(g) is certainly not constant. In this case,

we can put
tf

F@) : I I @" + =) I @t'.r - z) dp(v)
2zJ

(2'8) +@ cA

1-,,!r{r""' -r z) i (ei'r" - z)' Jn ,

lr.here {ei'r'"} c,4 and I i/"i q f cc . Therefore 1(z) has an enumerable

number of poles of first order on ,4 '

If pr@) is not constant, then pl(E) : ta at, a non-denumerable

set of points on -4. (Schlesingei: and Plessner [23], §43). Since pr(E) is

d,iscontinuous al, an enumerable set of points on A, there exists a non-

denumerable set -E of points on J such that pr(E) : *a arrd p,r(9)

is continuous at, e"'' €.8 . Therefore

(2.9) t'kil : f- m for ei" e E .

Since

2nJ\
1) R(F(reiv'1! is the real part of tr'(roi'+') .
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t .rei'tt, we have by (2.9) and by f'atou's theorem

Thus Lemma 7 is completely established.
3. Proof of Theorenl 1. By Lemm a 5, we can put

(3.I )

(4. 1)

except for an exceptional set of values a of capacity zero, where B(z) is the
Blaschke product extended over the a-points (l"l<t) of f (z). If z: eiE

is not a limit point of o-points, then, by Lemma 3, B(z) is regular and of
modulus one at z : eiq. By (3.t)

(3.2)

so that /(z) is also regular at z : eiE . On the other hand, a limit
point of o-points is evidently a singular point of /(z). Thus, the set §
of singularities of /(z) lying on l.l : , coincides with the set of the limit
points of a-points, except perhaps for exceptional values a of capacity
zero, which proves statement (1) in ?heoreni l.

By (t) and Lemma 3, the set S coincides with the set of singularities
of B(z) lying on l"l: r. Hence by (3.2) and Lemma a, f@) is meromor-
phic in lrl<*, except, for the set § of linear measure zero lying on lzl: 1, which proves statement (2) in Theorem 1.

4. Proof of Theorem 2 (1). Since the closure MrU 14, of MrU M, is
evidentiycontainedintheset § of singularitiesof f(z) on A, to establish
part (1) it is sufficient to prove tÄaf f @) is regular at the complementary

set of MLU M2 with respect to A.
Taking account of

(f (") - ") I G - "f 
(")) e U(@1, @z) ,

we can decompose it as follows (W. Seidel l2+)p.20+)

where p is a real constant, B(z) the Blaschke product extended over the
a-points of f (z) ,

*n

(ut,, + z) I (nto, - z) dp(d ,

p@) a monotorlic llon-increasing
eYerywhere o11 A(eiv: @r<v<@r)

*l
function of g, and p(d : 0 almost
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Put

(1.2) ei'eAnc?truMr)
Since z : eie is not a limit point of the a-points, by Lemma 3, B(z)
is regular and of modulus one at, z : eio. In a sufficiently small neigh-
borhood of z : eiu, ttre following three cases are possible by Lemma 7'

(L) P(z) is regular at z: ei', and lim RIF(ret')l:0 as r-->0.
(2) I(z) has an enumerable number of poies {eiw"\ of first order, and

Iilm R@(retE")] : - co as r -> 0. (Since p(E) is non-increasing, in (2.8) we have

J,<O , so that by arguments entirely similar to those applied by W. Sei-

del (f2al, pp.205-206), we conclude that lim RIF(retE)) - -oo).
(3) lim RI?(retn')l - -oo for a non-enumerable set, of points. (For,

p(E) is non-increasing).
In both cases (2) and (3), the right-hand side of (a. I ) tends to zero, so that

there exists at least one point z : siv in a sufficiently small neighbor-
hood of z : eie such that lim f (retq): o , which is contrary b (a.\.
Hence, only case (1) is possible.

Thus, the right-hand side of (3.1) is regular and of modulus orre at, z :
e'u . Since

f (z): (G(z) -f d.) I $ + dc(z)) ,

where G("): et?'B(z) 'exp(-E'(a)) , f(z) is also regular ab z: e'o, r,vhich

u'as to be proved.
5. Corollaries of Theorem 2 (1). As an immediate consequence of Theo-

rem 2 (t), we obtain
Corollary l. Let f(z) bel,ong to class U(@t, @r). If f (z) is not regular

on thearc A(er" :@r<@<@r), and, " (l"l<l) i,somitted,bA f@) i,naneigh-
borhood, of A, then there erists at least one poi,nt z : eiq on A such that

lim f(retv) : q.

It is an extension of W. Seidel's theorem ([2a], p. 205).

If we apply Theorem 2 (1) to a sequellce of arcs {,4"} containing a

singular point zo : e'e' 'whose lengths tend to zero as n--> cn , then we

obtain the follorving result of Seidel ([2a], p. 211).

Corollary 2. Let w : f (z) belong to class U(@r, Or) . If f (z) is singul,ar
at zo- ei"o on the arc A (ei' : @ r<@ <@ 2), then the cluster set of f (z) at zo is l*i< r.

Let zo: eioo he an isolated singular point on ,4. Then there exists
a sufficiently small arc Ao containing ao such t}i.at f (z) is regular on Ao

except for z: zo. Applying Corollary I to the arc Ao, we conclude that if a
value o (l"l<t) is omitted it is the radial limit at zs I so that there exists
at most one omitted value. Hence we obtain
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Corollary 3. Let w : f (") belong to class U(@r, @r) . If there eri,sts an
isolated, singular po'int zo: sieo on the arc A(eio:@r<@<@r), then at most
one aalue in lwl<t i,s omi,ttecl, by f (") in the ne,ighborhood, of zo .

As an immediate consequence of Corollary 3, we have
Corollary 4. Let w : f (z) belong to class U(@r, @z) . If f(") is not

regular on the arc A(eio : Or<O<Or) , and, atl,easttwo aalues in lw!<t are
omitted, bA f @) i,n the neigltborhoad, of A , then the .set of singularities of f (z)

on A 'is perfect.

This is an extension of W. Seidel's theorem. ([2a], p. 213).

6. Proof of Theorem 2 (2)-(S). Since lim lf(ret")l:1 ahnost eyery-
v'here orr A, by Egoroff's theorem we can find suitable positive constants
r , ö , ö' and a closed set E cont'ained in ,4 such that

ru(A-E) < e,

0 < l"l<l-ö < lf (re'")l<l for I-ö' < r<1, @ e E .

Hence, by Theorem 2 (1), the set § of singularities on .4. is contained in
A-8. Letting ::.0, u-e have rz(.S) : 0. Then, rvith the function re-

lation f (") : rlf Gll) for =i > I . f (z) can be continued analytically
beyond the open arcs An, rvhere ,1 -,S: l) An, which proves (2).

If at least trvo values in i",l<t are omitted by w:f(z) in the neigh-
borhood of A, then by Theorem 2 (I) and Corollary 4, § is a perfect set
of linear measure zero. Suppose that § is of capacity zero. Then, by Lemma
6 and Corollarv 2, /(z) assumes every value in l*)a, infinitely often with
one possible exception in the neighborhood of § , which is contrary to the
hypothesis. Hence § is of positive capacity, which proves (3).

7. An application of Lemma 7. By Lemma 7, lve can establish
Corollary 5. If w : f (z) belongs to class U(@, , Or) , unil it i,s not regul,ar

on the arc A(eiu : @r<@<Or) , then euery aal.ue on ',rrl: t i.s cr,ssumed, by

f (z) infini,tely often on A.
Corollary 5 is an extension of W. Seidel's theorem ([24], p. 208), but it is a
special case of Calddron-Domingues-Zvgmund's theorem ll] (M. Ohtsuka,

[21], p. 299).
Procf: X'or any real ),, F(r):U@*eti) l$@)- eti) is aregular

function in ]zi<t such that

R(F (z))

R(F(z))

Hence, b). Herglobz's th
- 0 almost everywhel'e on A

(R. Nevanlinna [15], p. 196) rne can put

F(r).-- i,

eorelx [5]
*t
f
II (e"' +

J
z) I (n", z) tlp(V) + i,fi ,
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where p is a real constant, p(V) a monotonic non-increasing function
of g and p'(cp):0 almost, everywhere on A(ei*:@r<@<@r).

By Lemma 7, the following cases are possible:

(t) I(z) is regular on A .

p) n@) has a finite number of poles {eiv"} (n : l, 2, . . . ,k) of first
order on -4 .

(3) I(z) has an infinite number of poles {eiv"} of first order on A .

(n) 
lr_i 

R(?(retE)) - - oo for a non-enumerable set of points on A.

rn case (r), f (z) : eil' ' (I(z) * t) I @@) - 1) is also regular on A. x'or,
if X(z)-->L as z-->zoeA , f (") is unbounded in the neighborhood of ze ,

which is contrary to the hypothesis. Ifence, case (l) is impossible.
In case (2), f (") tends to e'^ uniformly as z-->eivn (n : l, 2, . . . ,lc) ,

so that, by Corollary 2, z : si?n (n : l, 2, ...,k) is aregular point. flence,

f(z) is regular on A, which is evidently impossible. Therefore, only cases

(3) and (4) are possible. Hence, eii is assumed infinitely often on -4.
Since eit is arbitrary, Corollary 5 is proved.

(Waseda Ilniversity, Tokyo)
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